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The main problem in this paper is automatic generation of prosodic 

transcription of long sentences for Belarusian. Due to difficulties of generation of 

intonationnaly coloured (expressive) synthetic speech from long sentences without 

punctuation or any visible intonational marks this problem is actual. 

To resolve this problem, we collected the special corpus of medical domain 

texts. The text corpus was created by getting news from the website of medical 

organization. 

Analyzed text corpus is about 270 texts, 71897 word forms, more than 

6000 sentences. 

Because of the absence of punctuation marks between 4th and 10th words in 

most of analyzed long sentences of the corpus, we decided to develop some syntactic 

grammars for Belarusian NooJ module that could add additional right intonation 

markers into the long sentences by dividing sentences into syntactic phrases 

(sequence of word forms or phonetic words). 

After the implementation of the developed NooJ grammars in Belarusian text 

to speech system, we obtain invisible punctuation marks in long sentences taking 

into account the nearest context in a text. 

As a result, the quality of synthetic speech generated by Belarusian text to 

speech system will be improved. Because of the additional pauses (after processing 

with NooJ grammars) the level of perception of such speech be the end user will 

increase. 
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